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NUMERICAL PRINCIPAL AND p-PRINCIPAL 

POINTS OF AN OPERATOR 

By Phadke S. V. and Thakare N. K. 

1. Introduction 

Let H be a comp1ex Hi1bert space. By an operator on H we mean a continuous 

linear transformation on H. As usua1, 1et W(T) denote the closure of the nu

merica1 range W(T) of an operator T. Define H(T) as follows: 

H(T)=W(T) n {À.: IÀI=IJTIIL 

the members of H(T) are called principa1 points of an operator T. This concept 

originally due to Hildebrandt [2] was recent1y used by Shah and Sheth [7] to 

-charac야te밍1r.ikZe InlOmIr.TInm1n1a려10띠id ope밍rators. Let P(T) denote the set O"(T)n {À: IÀ =zv(T)} 

where O"(T) is the spectrum of T and zν(T) is the numerical radius of an 
operator T on H. The purpose of this note is to characterize the spectraloid 

operators via this set P(T); P(T) will be called the set of numercal principal 

points of T. 

In what follows r(T) denotes the spectral radius, 0" p(T) , the point spectrum, 

σa/T) ， the approximate point spectrum of T; and the definitions of normaloid, 

convexoid and spectraloid operators are as usuaI. 

In the 1ast section we extend these considerations to p-oid operators the study 

'of which was recently initiated by Patel and Gupta [6]. The discussion about 
jt is postponed to that very section. 

2. Som~ characterizations 

vVe begin with the characterization of spectraloid operators. 

THEOREM 2. 1. The set P(T) z's nonempty if and only zf T z's spectγaloid. 

PROOF. Let P(T) be nonempty. Then there exists À such that ÀEO" (T) and 

1 À 1 = zv(T). This means that zv(T) = 1 À 1 드r(T). Since ，-(T)드zv(T) always, T 

must be spectra1oid. 

Conversely, let T be spectraloid that is r(T) =zv(T). There exists À in σ(T) 

"Such that r(T) = 1 À 1. Hence Àεσ(T) and IÀI=w(T); thus wehaγe ÀεP(T) and 
we are through. 
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The following result shows under what conditions on operator T , one has' 
P(T) =a(T). 

THEOREM 2.2. If T Z"S μnzïaγy or a scalar multiPle of a unzïaγy opeγator， theη 

PCT) =a(T). 

PROOF. If T=zU, U being unitary, z being scalar, then 

P(T) = P(zU) = a(zU) n {À: 1 A. I = w(zU)} 

=aCzu)n {A.: 1,1 1 = Iz l} =σ(zU) 
=a(T). 

It is also observed that the hypothesis of the preceding theorem implies that 

P(T -1) = [p(T)]-l. As the inverse of an invertible spectraloid operator neecÈ 

not be spectraloid, it may well happen that PCT-1
) may not equal [p(T) ]-l. 

Hence let us ask: 

i) If P(T) =aCT), does it follo짜 that T is a scalar multiple of a unitary' 

operator? 

ii) If P(T- 1
) = [p(T)]-l, where T is invertible spectraloid, does it folloW' 

that T is a scalar multiple of a unitary operator? 

We answer these questions under rather restrictive assumptions in the fol

lowing: 

THEOREM 2.3. Let T be an operator on H such that P(T) =a(T) lies on the 

μnit circle. Then T is μnitary zf i) P(T- 1
) = [PCT)] -1 or i i) T satisfies the 

growth condition G
1 

z". c. 11 (T- A.I) -1 11드 [d(X, o(T)] -l fo7 all xgu(T). 

PROOF. (i) Clearly PCT) is nonempty and thus T is spectraloid. AIso P(T-1
) ‘ 

l 
= [(P(T)]-"; which implies that T" is spectraloid. Now l=r(T)=w(T) and 1 
=r(T-1

) = w(T-1). Thus W(T :t1)C6, the unit disc of the complex plane. By 

applying the result due to Stampfli [8] we arrive at the desired conclusion. 

(ii) Clearly P(T) is nonempty and hence T is spectraloid. Now r(T) = 1 implies. 

that zνCT) =1. Since T satisfies the growth condition G1, IIT- 1 11<드1. Hence 

w(T- 1)<1. Again by applying the result due to Stampfli [8] we are through. 

3. Additional results 

It is noted that if T is a scalar multiple of the identity then P(T+A.I) =P(T) 

+A., A. scalar. Now let us ask: What one can say about the converse? In order 

to answer this we need the following two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3.1, 11 T is convexoid operator with u(T) a singleton set, then T is a 

scalar ηzultzple 01 the z'dentz'ty. 

PROOF. If u(T) = {μ}， then W(T) = {μ} and we are through. 

LEMMA 3.2. For a spectraloz"d operator T , zf P(T+?.I)=P(T)+ì. lor eνery 

scalar .1., then T z's convexoid. 

PROOF. The hypothesis impIies that P(T+ .1.I) is nonempty for every scalar 
.1.. Hence T+λ1 is spectraloid which in view of the result due to Furuta [1] 
implies that T is convexoid. 

찌T e now prove the main resuI t of this section. 

THEOREM 3.3. For a spectraloz'd operator T on H zf P(T+ ì.I) =P(T) +λ lor 

every scalar .1., then T is a scalar mult.쩌，ze 01 the z"dentz"ty. 

PROOF. 1n view of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, it suffices to show that u(T) is 

singleton. Firstly we prove that P(T) is singleton set. That P(T) is nonempty 

is obvious as T is spectraloid. Let λl' ~EP(T) with ì.1~λ2' Then for any 

scalar .1., 신+，1 and .1.2+λ are in P(T)+λ=P(T+À.I). This implies that 

1.1.1+21 =w(T+ì.I) = 1,12+ ,1 1 (1) 

If scalar λ。 is not on the perpendicuIar bisector of the line segment joining 

λ1 and .1.2’ 
then 1 진 - .1.0 1 ~ 1.1.2 - .1.01 which contradicts (1) for .1. = - .1.0' Hence P(T) 

must be singleton set. Let P(T) = {μ에 • Now we shaIl prove that u(T) = {μ하 • 
If possible, Iet μ#μ。εu(T). Since μ종P(T)， 1μ1 <w(T). Select a scalar ,1 such 

that 

|μ- ，1 1> 1μ。-，1 1 (2) 

Now μ。 -À.EP(T)- ì. =P(T- .1.I) which implies that 1μ。 -，1 1 =w(T- ì.l). Since 

μ-À.εu(T - ì.I), it follo￦s that 1μ - .1.11드w(T-λ1). Hence 1μ-지드 lμ。-λl 

which is a contradiction to (2). Hence u(T) must be singleton set and in fact 

u(T) = {μ。}.

4. p-PrincipaI points of an operator 

Let CpCp>O) be the class of aIl operators τvith unitary p'dilation in the sense 
of [4] ; Iet R(T)=u(T) n {.1.: 1,1 1 =w,,(T) }, where w,,(T) is the operator radius of 

P'-"~' -.----- -~p 

T defined as 

wpCT)=inf{a: a>O, a-1TεCp} 
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(See Holbrook [3]. Patel [5]. Patel-Gupta [6]). The members of R(T). will 
be called p-principal points of an operator T. 

An operator T j s called p-oid if W n(T) = r(T). On the lines of our p 

discussion we obtain. 

THEOREM 4. 1. TJle set R(T) z's noneηzpty zÏ and only tf T z's p-oid 

prev lOUs 

PROOF. Let T be p-oid. Then ω/T)= γ(T) and hence for some À.εσ(T). 내 j 

=r(T) =wp(T). This means that À.ER(T) and thus R(T) is nonempty. CcnYer~c 

!y let R(T) be nonempty. Take À.εR(T). Then ?'EO" (T) with ,{ I = 1νρ ( T). 

Hence W o(T) = 치 드r(T) =lim wa(T)<w /T). Hence W o(T) =r(T) whicll jT~e:::π5 p α→∞ -~p'-'~ ------~ p 

that T is p-oid. 

We also have an analogue of theorem 2.3. For that we need to rec 2.ìl the 

following concept. T is called an operator of class M p(p는1) if wp[(T-zI) -ll 

-1 = 1/ 1/，、、 ; equivalently if (T - zI) -" is p-oid for all z$O"(T). 

THEOREM 4.2. Let T be an operator on H sχch that R(T) ==σ(T) (Assu찌e p는1) 

lies on tlze unz"t circle. Then T is unitary tÏ i) R(T-1)=(R(T))-\ or (ii) T is 

gχ opeγator 01 class M ð• δ>1. 

PROOF. ClearIy R(T) is nonempty and hence T is p-oid. (i) R(T -1) = [R(T) 1 -1 

implies that T- 1 is p-oid. Now wn(T) =r(T) ==1 and w n (T- 1)=r(T- 1)==1\γhich p ,-" . ,-., - ---- -- p 

i'mplies that TεCp and T-1 εCp' Hence T is unitary in vieπ of the Corollary 

4 of [9]. 

Cii) As w n(T)=r(T)=l we have that TECn• Also since TεMx， (T-zI)-lis p- ---- ------ - ----0 

δ-oid for all z$.(J (T). In particular. for z=O. T-
1 is δ-oid. Hence ωδ(T- 1 ) 

= r(T -1) = 1 imp1y that T -I εCð• Hence T is unitary in view of the Corollary 

4 of [9]. 

Here is an analogue of the result stated in Section 3. the proof of which is 

straight forward. 

THEOREM 4.3. 11 T z's a scalar ηzultiple 01 the z'denttïy then R(T + Àl) = R(T) 

+À. A. scalar. 
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